English

Transitional Level: Placement Rule 1: SS < 56 and RC < 56

Transitional Workshop/ Fast Track English (strongly recommended) Placement Rule 2: SS < 56 OR Placement Rule 3: RC < 56

Placement Rule 1: SS > 57 and < 57 RC < 71

Placement Rule 2: < 57 SS < 71 and RC > 57 OR Placement Rule 3: < 57 SS < 71 and < 57 RC < 71

Intensive Level: Placement Rule 1: SS > 57 and < 57 RC < 71

English 096

*NOTE: ALL Students are eligible for ENG 096. The low-end cut scores are just recommendations; students below those scores are strongly encouraged to take a Transitional Workshop before registering for ENG 096.

Embedded Level:

ENG099A/101ALP
ENG 063/101 ALP

Placement Rule 1: SS > 72 and < 72 RC < 82

Placement Rule 2: < 72 SS < 87 and RC > 72 OR Placement Rule 3: < 72 SS < 87 and < 72 RC < 82

ENG063 will be replaced by ENG099A beginning spring 2018.

Embedded Level: ENG 101 E

83 < SS < 87 and RC > 83

College Level:

ENG 101

SS > 88 and RC > 83

00 no change

English Challenge Essay Interpretation Codes

01 English 101

02 English 101E

03 ALP

Math

Math 095I Elem. Algebra < 40 and Arithmetic < 64 OR Elem. Algebra 40 to 53 and Arithmetic < 40

Math 095 Elem. Algebra 40 to 48 and Arithmetic ≥ 40 OR Elem. Algebra < 40 and Arithmetic ≥ 64

Math 137 E Elem. Algebra 49 to 53 and Arithmetic ≥ 40 AND Placement into ENG 101 or ENG 101E

Math 137 Elem. Algebra 54 to 84 AND Placement into ENG 101 or ENG 101E

Math 104 Same as Math 137 and Placement into ENG 101 or ENG 101E

Math 146, 168, and 173 Elem. Algebra ≥ 85 and CLM < 60 AND placement into ENG 101 or ENG 101E

Math 186 Elem. Algebra ≥ 85 and CLM 60 to 79 AND placement into ENG 101 or ENG 101E
Math 254

Elem. Algebra $\geq 85$ and CLM $\geq 80$ AND placement into ENG 101 or ENG 101E